CRITICAL appraisal of the accomplishment by Canadians in the field of drama yields negative findings. Artistically we tend to be a derivative and flaccid people. In drama we are not much more than eager and delighted parasites, as our ninth Drama Festival so patently proclaimed.
. Yet, we have been honestly busy in connection with the drama. So busy indeed that one of the first tasks of the critic is to discriminate between the literary and the social significance of the activity he examines. And even after the world of delightful selfconscious green-room gossip and footlights parade in which public and actors revel has been ticketed for what it is worth (and it is worth a good deal; the society which supports a dramatic activity has always been important in the history of drama) and set aside, the composite nature of the drama itself complicates analysis. Indeed, a flared match at a given moment in a particular scene in a dark house may seem more effective than all the words which led up to it. Often the stage director and the electrician are the real makers of what the audience calls good drama. Even those Ii terary persons whose strategy it is to give a place and function to the always suspected and secretly despised director in order that they may keep him within it, frequently deplore our lack of a national theatre and established stages in centres of population; in reality they are admitting the truth: drama does not exist until it is off the paper and into the theatre where stage, actors, producer, director, audience, each play a part in bringing about th~ thing that happens .
. Yet, however important setting, pantomime, and gesture may . be, and however difficult it may be to demonstrate that they are nevertheless secondary, the fundamental truth of drama must be clarified and maintained: that the word spoken is the originating, decisive, conditioning matter in the drama that is really important. Intensification of the emotional and intellectual forces latent in human speech occurs in the theatre of course-i t is the glory of the theatre that it is so-but the inner ear of the literary artist must first have heard that speech, made it, and felt it in the making.
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CANADIAN DRAMA ARTHUR L. PHELPS CRITICAL appraisal of the accomplishment by Canadians in the field of drama yields negative findings. Artistically we tend to be a derivative and flaccid people. In drama we are not much more than eager and delighted parasites, as our ninth Drama Festival so patently proclaimed.
The initial rhythm of a play is the rhythm in the mind of the writer of the play. And it is this sort of revealing, conditioning speech, delicate as gossamer from a Mercutio or a Father Keegan, and swift and terrible as Fate from Macbeth or Emperor Jones, that is the stuff we call the literature of the drama. Perhaps it gives us our very greatest poetic literature. Whether it ever comes into complete existence without the stimulus upon its author of a demanding audience and an active stage, can of course be seriously questioned. But to push argument to the point where the sorry lack of good Canadian dramatic writing is considered due simply to the fact of our dispersed population and lack of continuous 'audiences and established theatres is to comfort ourselves foolishly.
To say that we cannot expect a drama made out of ourselves in Canada until we have established theatres or a national theatre and found audiences is omitting altogether the aspect of our dramatic dearth which it is the business of this paper to reveal. Drama is a composite art. The theatre and its people with all their ways and tricks are tremendously important. But the word spoken is all-important. It is the literature of the drama that counts. It is possible to imagine that if even a few young Canadians had something to say, and trained themselves to say it through the theatre, we might demand the audience and beget the theatre almost automatically. The creative virtue in the word spokenand :fiist written to be spoken-cannot be ignored. At present, whatever else we lack in connecti~n with Canadian drama, and we lack a great deal else, we lack the virtue of that word. On the literary side of Canadian drama we are scarcely imitative; merely ignorantly and fatuously feeble. Until we begin asking ourselves what our Canadians have said, what they want to say, what they should or might be saying, and how they are saying it through the drama, we shall not study the state of the dramatic activity in Canada either wisely or fruitfully. Not all the eminent lawyers and retired colonels and ardent dowagers and sweet young things in the whole Canadian box of dramatic tricks can get along without the Canadian creative word in its beauty and its strength if we are to have a Canadian drama. The question is, by whom and under what conditions is that word to be written? We await the Canadian literature of the drama; Any critical approach must be directed straight at this point.
To state the case thus is to raise issues which go far beyond the CANADIAN DRAMA 83 The initial rhythm of a play is the rhythm in the mind of the writer of the play. And it is this sort of revealing, conditioning speech, delicate as gossamer from a Mercutio or a Father Keegan, and swift and terrible as Fate from Macbeth or Emperor Jones, that is the stuff we call the literature of the drama. Perhaps it gives us our very greatest poetic literature. Whether it ever comes into complete existence without the stimulus upon its author of a demanding audience and an active stage, can of course be seriously questioned. But to push argument to the point where the sorry lack of good Canadian dramatic writing is considered due simply to the fact of our dispersed population and lack of continuous 'audiences and established theatres is to comfort ourselves foolishly.
To say that we cannot expect a drama made out of ourselves in Canada until we have established theatres or a national theatre and found audiences is omitting altogether the aspect of our dramatic dearth which it is the business of this paper to reveal. Drama is a composite art. The theatre and its people with all their ways and tricks are tremendously important. But the word spoken is all-important. It is the literature of the drama that counts. It is possible to imagine that if even a few young Canadians had something to say, and trained themselves to say it through the theatre, we might demand the audience and beget the theatre almost automatically. The creative virtue in the word spokenand :fiist written to be spoken-cannot be ignored. At present, whatever else we lack in connecti~n with Canadian drama, and we lack a great deal else, we lack the virtue of that word. Fairbairn, and various expressions of protest, with political implications, at our modern economic anomalies suggest that Canadian drama. perhaps by the very compulsion of the art medium, can be human and topical as Canadian poetry and Canadian painting have manifestly failed to be. More and better comedies to which Elsie Park Gowan leads the way with The Last Caoe-Man~ would give an intellectual elasticity and vigour, the strength of sinewy and charming thought, to Canadian drama at present much needed. More symbolism and fantasy would be proof of an imaginative quality as yet lacking. Canadian dramatic script has not thus far given anything like a respectable sufficiency of ei ther ideas or beauty to the Canadian stage. With interesting exceptions, it has tended to be imitative and undisciplined technically, and merely blunderingly sentimental as to theme and topic. The fact is, as yet there has been no eoent in Canadian dramatic authorship. Nothing momentous or even significant has as yet happened. No Canadian dramatist has been driven sufficiently by the imperatives of technical discipline and great ideas to the making of unmistakable art. Just as we have no poetry, no music, Ii ttle fiction that has demanded the critical attention of cultivated people] so we have as yet no drama fit to demand and find an inevitable audience. It may be that vie are still psychologically on the one hand a colony or at most an outpost of Empire and on the other a parasi tic appendage to the U.S.A. And that we must wait until our accruing social and political troubles help us to find ourselves.
Many of those who accept this negative appraisal as substantially true find easy excuses. It is said that we are too young a people to be an artistic people; the assu,mption being we need only time; that our population is a dispersed one without sufficient stimulus from an intricate urban society, an argument a little 'hard on Montreal and Toronto; that we have been of necessity too busy and too practical to bother about the arts which are apt to be disturbing expressions in a people's life anyway; and that, in any case, we have no theatres. None of these arguments amounts to CANADIAN DRAMA 85 made over the network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation may justify inclusion here:
The accumulated inheritance from the past, including yesterday, is not rich. Heavysege and Campbell, among our earlier poets. tried their hands at drama. Campbell lacked a sense of humour and he called his volume Political Tragedies. He was right. But Marjorie Pickthall, a later poet, in The Wood Carver's Wife, while she gave us more poetry than drama, gave us just enough drama to enable her play to be presented with almost tiresome frequency. Fairbairn, and various expressions of protest, with political implications, at our modern economic anomalies suggest that Canadian drama. perhaps by the very compulsion of the art medium, can be human and topical as Canadian poetry and Canadian painting have manifestly failed to be. More and better comedies to which Elsie Park Gowan leads the way with The Last Caoe-Man~ would give an intellectual elasticity and vigour, the strength of sinewy and charming thought, to Canadian drama at present much needed. More symbolism and fantasy would be proof of an imaginative quality as yet lacking. Canadian dramatic script has not thus far given anything like a respectable sufficiency of ei ther ideas or beauty to the Canadian stage. With interesting exceptions, it has tended to be imitative and undisciplined technically, and merely blunderingly sentimental as to theme and topic. The fact is, as yet there has been no eoent in Canadian dramatic authorship. Nothing momentous or even significant has as yet happened. No Canadian dramatist has been driven sufficiently by the imperatives of technical discipline and great ideas to the making of unmistakable art. Just as we have no poetry, no music, Ii ttle fiction that has demanded the critical attention of cultivated people] so we have as yet no drama fit to demand and find an inevitable audience. It may be that vie are still psychologically on the one hand a colony or at most an outpost of Empire and on the other a parasi tic appendage to the U.S.A. And that we must wait until our accruing social and political troubles help us to find ourselves.
Many of those who accept this negative appraisal as substantially true find easy excuses. It is said that we are too young a people to be an artistic people; the assu,mption being we need only time; that our population is a dispersed one without sufficient stimulus from an intricate urban society, an argument a little 'hard on Montreal and Toronto; that we have been of necessity too busy and too practical to bother about the arts which are apt to be disturbing expressions in a people's life anyway; and that, in any case, we have no theatres. None of these arguments amounts to A great man of Europe, 'I"hp'f"'I"tl"'l"P be as superior to a great man of America as a. peak to a of the and in this idea 1 was confirmed by observing the comparative importance and swelling magnitude of many English travellers among us, I was assured, were very little people in their own country. I will visit this land of I, and see the gigantic race from whJch I am degenerated. A great man of Europe, 'I"hp'f"'I"tl"'l"P be as superior to a great man of America as a. peak to a of the and in this idea 1 was confirmed by observing the comparative importance and swelling magnitude of many English travellers among us, I was assured, were very little people in their own country. I will visit this land of I, and see the gigantic race from whJch I am degenerated. Americanism implicit in our environment we have repudiated a natural source of vitality and have at least been threatened with degeneration. In our very trying to be English we have done a most un-English thing: repudiated the breath of our own heath. This autumn, as dramatic activity resumes, the desperate little groups will begin the search for good plays. But only by accident and occasionally can they be served by Canadian plays even when "Canadian play" is interpreted so broadly as to mean simply a play written by a Canadian, a play out of a Canadian mind on any subject, with any setting whatsoever. Again and again the Canadian festivals have demonstrated this sterility. Canadian schools of the drama wanting first-rate plays for analysis can find few Canadian examples. No university could discover even a small volume of Canadian plays worthy, on account of their positive significance literary or social, the class-room's study. Th.is sterility, it must be repeated, is not adequately explained by taJk of the youth of the people or their geographic dispersion or their lack of a theatre. Our first play was written and acted at Port Royal in 1606.
We have large centres of population and there is much theatrical activity with interested and curious audiences. What we lack is the basically important thing: the Canadian word, the literature of the drama. The cause of Canadian artistic sterility lies deep, and no analysis that does not push to the study of the origins of all art and to an analysis of the particular Canadian economic and poEtical dilemma can hope to be frui tfu!'
We have postponed or been fearful of that analysis. Our criticism has been vague and avuncular. Why should one bend so solicitously over the little Canadian author and give him five cents for not being a bad little boy? Canadian criticism has expended only so much wind as would temper the shorn lamb and the result is a lot of writers who are merely literary sheep. There have been no noble rows over Canadian literature; no warring schools because no vital schools; no grand high words. Canadians, having little or nothing of compelling importance to say, have not needed to spend passion on the how of getting it said most effectively. The result is a double mediocrity, a mediocrity of content and a mediocrity of form. When Matthew Arnold said concerning certain matters of his own day, "Let us try a more disinterested mode of seeing them; let us betake ourselves more to the severer Americanism implicit in our environment we have repudiated a natural source of vitality and have at least been threatened with degeneration. In our very trying to be English we have done a most un-English thing: repudiated the breath of our own heath. This autumn, as dramatic activity resumes, the desperate little groups will begin the search for good plays. But only by accident and occasionally can they be served by Canadian plays even when "Canadian play" is interpreted so broadly as to mean simply a play written by a Canadian, a play out of a Canadian mind on any subject, with any setting whatsoever. Again and again the Canadian festivals have demonstrated this sterility. Canadian schools of the drama wanting first-rate plays for analysis can find few Canadian examples. No university could discover even a small volume of Canadian plays worthy, on account of their positive significance literary or social, the class-room's study. Th.is sterility, it must be repeated, is not adequately explained by taJk of the youth of the people or their geographic dispersion or their lack of a theatre. Our first play was written and acted at Port Royal in 1606.
We have large centres of population and there is much theatrical activity with interested and curious audiences. What we lack is the basically important thing: the Canadian word, the literature of the drama.
The cause of Canadian artistic sterility lies deep, and no analysis that does not push to the study of the origins of all art and to an analysis of the particular Canadian economic and poEtical dilemma can hope to be frui tfu!'
We have postponed or been fearful of that analysis. Our criticism has been vague and avuncular. Why should one bend so solicitously over the little Canadian author and give him five cents for not being a bad little boy? Canadian criticism has expended only so much wind as would temper the shorn lamb and the result is a lot of writers who are merely literary sheep. There have been no noble rows over Canadian literature; no warring schools because no vital schools; no grand high words. Canadians, having little or nothing of compelling importance to say, have not needed to spend passion on the how of getting it said most effectively. The result is a double mediocrity, a mediocrity of content and a mediocrity of form. When Matthew Arnold said concerning certain matters of his own day, "Let us try a more disinterested mode of seeing them; let us betake ourselves more to the severer life of the mind and spirits" he was appealing unwittingly to unborn Canadians; perhaps to the members of the Canadian Authors' Association.
This lack of creative and critical "severity" and robustness in Canadian writing seems to exhibit all the exasperating characteristics of the vicious circle. Critics_ who admit the dearth in Canadian writing would defend their critical tenderness from the analogy of the seedling plant whose nurture must be guarded in its early stages; severity will wither the delicate beginning. It would seem then that we must wait for the soundly disinterested criticism which might help to create good writing among a people until we get the good writing which remains undeveloped and puny without the criticism by which it might learn to adjust itself and thrive! The fine impatience of a man like Frederick Philip Grove has on one or two occasions swept all this foolishness aside and got on with the positive negative thing that needs to be said, but there are too few wild dogmatists in the world of Canadian letters. The field of the drama has been no exception. The need here is for those who possess authority to tell themselves and others of the derivative, blind, and parasitic nature of their art) to admit the lack of both an objective and a sense of urgency, and to seek for remedies. Surely it is not healthy or respectable for nine Canadian drama festivals never to have evoked a single really important Canadian play, much less a significant body of Canadian drama. Surely Canada is not pulling her weight in the art of the drama if this may be said with truth. It is time someone rebuked us for sitting like sleek and glistening parasites so complacently before drama that gives so infrequently anything out of ourselves. Remedy lies in admitting our sterility and in seeking less superficially for its causes, in having for awhile a more studied concern for the creation of our own plays, though not necessarily thereby less stimulus from the production of the work of others. That we enjoy European and American drama should indeed only raise the quality of our expectation as audiences for our own.
It may be a kind of modesty and a delicate critical sense that makes Canadians content to read the good books, hear the good music, see the good plays, and enjoy the good paintings of other peoples without a thought for their own relative dearth in these arts; it may be that Canadians possess parasitical tendencies created and nourished by the very nature of their physical environment and 88 THE UNIVERSITY OFTORONTO QUARTERLY life of the mind and spirits" he was appealing unwittingly to unborn Canadians; perhaps to the members of the Canadian Authors' Association. This lack of creative and critical "severity" and robustness in Canadian writing seems to exhibit all the exasperating characteristics of the vicious circle. Critics_ who admit the dearth in Canadian writing would defend their critical tenderness from the analogy of the seedling plant whose nurture must be guarded in its early stages; severity will wither the delicate beginning. It would seem then that we must wait for the soundly disinterested criticism which might help to create good writing among a people until we get the good writing which remains undeveloped and puny without the criticism by which it might learn to adjust itself and thrive! The fine impatience of a man like Frederick Philip Grove has on one or two occasions swept all this foolishness aside and got on with the positive negative thing that needs to be said, but there are too few wild dogmatists in the world of Canadian letters. The field of the drama has been no exception. The need here is for those who possess authority to tell themselves and others of the derivative, blind, and parasitic nature of their art) to admit the lack of both an objective and a sense of urgency, and to seek for remedies. Surely it is not healthy or respectable for nine Canadian drama festivals never to have evoked a single really important Canadian play, much less a significant body of Canadian drama. Surely Canada is not pulling her weight in the art of the drama if this may be said with truth. It is time someone rebuked us for sitting like sleek and glistening parasites so complacently before drama that gives so infrequently anything out of ourselves. Remedy lies in admitting our sterility and in seeking less superficially for its causes, in having for awhile a more studied concern for the creation of our own plays, though not necessarily thereby less stimulus from the production of the work of others. That we enjoy European and American drama should indeed only raise the quality of our expectation as audiences for our own.
It may be a kind of modesty and a delicate critical sense that makes Canadians content to read the good books, hear the good music, see the good plays, and enjoy the good paintings of other peoples without a thought for their own relative dearth in these arts; it may be that Canadians possess parasitical tendencies created and nourished by the very nature of their physical environment and ence to the the image depends of course upon the imaginative vision and power of the artist. Canaruans have in their own country, ,in scene and human element and peculiar social, political, and economic complications, the concrete immediate material for a rich dramatic expression. The stuff but awaits the vision and the handling. A people, seemingly lacking creative energy for poetry and the novel, might conceivably discover its opportunity in the drama. The demands of existing Canadian audiences, using their opportunities as critics for hissing and applause, might aid in challenging our wri ters to more vision and more craft. More or less formal critical writing in newspapers and periodicals might also be a challenge. The comments on plays in local newspapers, usually so personal, with reference to actors and so fatuous in terms of literary and dramatic principles, might take itself and the state of the drama in Canada seriously and might demand a certain proportion and level of Canadian experimentation. The critical and philosophical aspects of our sterility might be discussed in schools and universities, not in the interests of a little Canadianism but in the interests of self-exploration in the life of a young people. At the moment it is inconceivable that anyone could make even a reputable booklet by gathering and sifting the serious critical comment existent in Canada on the art of the <;lrama. A book published as late as last year could be described as "the first allCanadian text-book on the drama," and it is not without its significance that it was a book entitled Practical Play Production, which made no pretence to discussion of critical principles.
When Shaw took the job of dramatic critic for the old London Saturday Review he had a viewpoint and an expectation. Looking back on those days and realizing very properly what he had accomplished, he says:
Only the ablest critics believe that the theatre is really important. In my time none of them would claim for it, as I claimed for it) that it is as important as the church was in the Middle Ages and much more important than the Church was in London in the years under review:. . .. When I wrote, I was well aware of what an unofficial census of Sunday worshippers presently proved; that church-going in London has been largely replaced by play-going. This would be a very good thing if the theatre took itself seriously as a factory of thought, a prompter of conscience, an elucidator of social conduct, an armory against despair and dulness, and a temple of the Ascent of Man. I took it seriously in that way and preached about it instead of merely chronicling its news and alternately petting and snubbing it as a licentious but privileged form of public en tertainmen t. the image depends of course upon the imaginative vision and power of the artist. Canaruans have in their own country, ,in scene and human element and peculiar social, political, and economic complications, the concrete immediate material for a rich dramatic expression. The stuff but awaits the vision and the handling. A people, seemingly lacking creative energy for poetry and the novel, might conceivably discover its opportunity in the drama. The demands of existing Canadian audiences, using their opportunities as critics for hissing and applause, might aid in challenging our wri ters to more vision and more craft.
More or less formal critical writing in newspapers and periodicals might also be a challenge. The comments on plays in local newspapers, usually so personal, with reference to actors and so fatuous in terms of literary and dramatic principles, might take itself and the state of the drama in Canada seriously and might demand a certain proportion and level of Canadian experimentation. The critical and philosophical aspects of our sterility might be discussed in schools and universities, not in the interests of a little Canadianism but in the interests of self-exploration in the life of a young people. At the moment it is inconceivable that anyone could make even a reputable booklet by gathering and sifting the serious critical comment existent in Canada on the art of the <;lrama. A book published as late as last year could be described as "the first allCanadian text-book on the drama," and it is not without its significance that it was a book entitled Practical Play Production, which made no pretence to discussion of critical principles.
Only the ablest critics believe that the theatre is really important. In my time none of them would claim for it, as I claimed for it) that it is as important as the church was in the Middle Ages and much more important than the Church was in London in the years under review:. . .. When I wrote, I was well aware of what an unofficial census of Sunday worshippers presently proved; that church-going in London has been largely replaced by play-going. This would be a very good thing if the theatre took itself seriously as a factory of thought, a prompter of conscience, an elucidator of social conduct, an armory against despair and dulness, and a temple of the Ascent of Man. I took it seriously in that way and preached about it instead of merely chronicling its news and alternately petting and snubbing it as a licentious but privileged form of public en tertainmen t.
That is th~ believer talking, the believer in life and in art, in this case the art of the drama. We need Canadian believers in this sense in our audiences, among our critics, and among our writers as a prerequisite to any pretence at significant and original work out of ourselves. The literature of the drama, the word made strong and beautiful, comes out of believers.
I t is disconcerting to note how lacking we are in this belief in ourselves and in this power to project our own lives into art. Dr Koch of the University of North Carolina, coming up to give a course to young Canadians and others at the Banff Summer School of Fine Arts, achieved what he felt were promising beginnings when he got young Canadians to write about the northern frontier. Some of them did write out of their own bowels. But the northern frontier is only the romantic fringe on our total life. We are consolidated and mature in a score of ways and possessed of the vices and the comforts, the anomalies and the confusions of modern civilization. Yeti if we want our poverty pictured we see Love on the Dole; if we want the Oshawa strike reflected ih art we let the Americans do it; if we want humour we think only Irishmen or Frenchmen or Americans are funny. What Canadian dramatist, except Merrill Denison who is not Canadian, ever heard a Canadian laugh or considered -him a cause of laughter? It would seem that artistically speaking we have no faith, delight, Of interest in OUfselves. We are -an insipid and passionless and inartistic people. From out of us, created by ourselves, not a single volume of poetry, not a single novel, not a single sustained musical composition, not a drama which demands by its own inherent art the ~!itical attention of cultivated critics beyond our borders. We may be known for our apples, our cheeses, our creation of an aeroplane suited to northern travel, but not by any significant contributions made to the world of art. Our rich men do not even think it worth while to make careers in the arts possible to young Canadians through scholarships, prizes, or endowment funds. It is probably assumed that the money would be wasted. On the English-speaking side at least, we are a sterile people and unconcerned. It is because we are not believers in ourselves or in art.
Drama might be the means of our artistic awakening. We have had nine drama festivals built upon much past similar effort. We have summer schools of the drama, and drama is taught at least implicitly in our schools and universities. From Little Theatre green-,.
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That is th~ believer talking, the believer in life and in art, in this case the art of the drama. We need Canadian believers in this sense in our audiences, among our critics, and among our writers as a prerequisite to any pretence at significant and original work out of ourselves. The literature of the drama, the word made strong and beautiful, comes out of believers. I t is disconcerting to note how lacking we are in this belief in ourselves and in this power to project our own lives into art. Dr Koch of the University of North Carolina, coming up to give a course to young Canadians and others at the Banff Summer School of Fine Arts, achieved what he felt were promising beginnings when he got young Canadians to write about the northern frontier. Some of them did write out of their own bowels. But the northern frontier is only the romantic fringe on our total life. We are consolidated and mature in a score of ways and possessed of the vices and the comforts, the anomalies and the confusions of modern civilization. Yeti if we want our poverty pictured we see Love on the Dole; if we want the Oshawa strike reflected ih art we let the Americans do it; if we want humour we think only Irishmen or Frenchmen or Americans are funny. What Canadian dramatist, except Merrill Denison who is not Canadian, ever heard a Canadian laugh or considered -him a cause of laughter? It would seem that artistically speaking we have no faith, delight, Of interest in OUfselves. We are -an insipid and passionless and inartistic people. From out of us, created by ourselves, not a single volume of poetry, not a single novel, not a single sustained musical composition, not a drama which demands by its own inherent art the ~!itical attention of cultivated critics beyond our borders. We may be known for our apples, our cheeses, our creation of an aeroplane suited to northern travel, but not by any significant contributions made to the world of art. Our rich men do not even think it worth while to make careers in the arts possible to young Canadians through scholarships, prizes, or endowment funds. It is probably assumed that the money would be wasted. On the English-speaking side at least, we are a sterile people and unconcerned. It is because we are not believers in ourselves or in art.
Drama might be the means of our artistic awakening. We have had nine drama festivals built upon much past similar effort. We have summer schools of the drama, and drama is taught at least implicitly in our schools and universities. From Little Theatre green-room to young peoples' and ladies' aid church societies the country is agog with drama talk and drama doings every autumn. Throughout Canada audiences are so wistful for dramatic entertainment that they will tolerate almost any inanity. Half a dozen playwrights as believers, using 'our own stuff, talking in our own speechways, possessed of vi'sion and literary power, could direct or redirect all the major currents of our life. At this moment there does not appear to be a single person possessed of the vision, the technical capacity, and the energy to make use of the open opportunity to further the artistic life of a people. We have not bred artists.
But we may begin to do so. Artists are born and made. They are made by social expectation as well as by their own struggles. Social expectation in Canada in connection with the art of the drama might take some of the following forms:
(1) The dramatic activity now so widespread might be extended with more clearly defined aims. The festivals, which have involved a great amoun't of patient and diplomatic labour, not always rewarded with healthy and kindly criticism, might discover new opportunities and new necessities. They have created an informed interest in drama and have served to develop excellent actors and actresses. A little more ingenuity and patience in the endeavour to develop good Canadian dramatic writing, involving perhaps some shift of viewpoint in some quarters, would give further vitality to a most hopeful expression of our growing culture. The general reading of better plays needs to be encouraged. Provindal and other l~)Cal societies who distribute plays know the twists in this problem; they know also the necessity of slanting upward the reading and playing of community groups. The summer drama schools should be encouraged to the point where they multiply. Scholarships, such as the University of Alberta offers at Banff, might be arranged at more and more centres. The drama schools might be keyed in more closely to the regional and Dominion drama festivals.
(2) Really substantial annual prizes might be offered for the one-act and full-length plays written by people born in Canada---'-prizes of three or four thousand dollars on which a writer might travel and study or merely live and loaf for a year. Government or private auspices or a combination of both might provide these prizes. If it is argued that no Canadian could write a play worth three thousand dollars it can be answered that the money is not 92 THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY room to young peoples' and ladies' aid church societies the country is agog with drama talk and drama doings every autumn. Throughout Canada audiences are so wistful for dramatic entertainment that they will tolerate almost any inanity. Half a dozen playwrights as believers, using 'our own stuff, talking in our own speechways, possessed of vi'sion and literary power, could direct or redirect all the major currents of our life. At this moment there does not appear to be a single person possessed of the vision, the technical capacity, and the energy to make use of the open opportunity to further the artistic life of a people. We have not bred artists. But we may begin to do so. Artists are born and made. They are made by social expectation as well as by their own struggles. Social expectation in Canada in connection with the art of the drama might take some of the following forms:
(2) Really substantial annual prizes might be offered for the one-act and full-length plays written by people born in Canada---'-prizes of three or four thousand dollars on which a writer might travel and study or merely live and loaf for a year. Government or private auspices or a combination of both might provide these prizes. If it is argued that no Canadian could write a play worth three thousand dollars it can be answered that the money is not merely for the best play of a give~ year which might be a very poor one) but for the idea of play-making in Canada considered as a citizen's legitimate activity. The substantial prizes for drama would be the proclaimed symbols of the nation's belief in art as a form of national enrichment and a means to self-discovery and selfdevelop men t.
(3) A franker Canadianism might be encouraged until it is both the artist's opportunity and his impulse. Canaruanism has an ominous sound to some ears but if a dramatic artist could penetrate to the centre of our Canadian dilemma and know that he had an audience feeling its way after him we should so vitalize our theatre as an institution of national culture that we might indeed establish a national theatre almost overnight. Van Wyck Brooks, in a recent review, quotes Emerson's talk concerning «casting out the passion o(Europe by the passion for America." We cannot talk that way just now, perhaps we should never want to talk that way, but we will glimpse again the time when we can say with Emerson: "We have been East too long; now for the West!" After all it is our West. We are American, not European, by continental necessity. To realize this is to begin the unification of this country. A sense of the common ground of the continent of America must be fundamental in every Canadian's thinking whether his heart goes out to Italy, Germany, central Europe, or the British Isles. Our Canadian dilemma lies in this, that if the newcomer to our shores be of so-called non-Anglo-Saxon stock we offer him only the chance to change his allegiance from his own European birthland to an alien European country; if we offer him in reali ty a new coun try we have in effect broken our own European connection. Canada has yet to work this problem out and as the racial proportions change by immigration, emigration, and the operations of the birth-rate, it may seem more rather than less critical from the Anglo-Saxon standpoint. It is conceivable that the dramatic artist could so set the issues involved in terms of human thought and passion as to unify through sympathy and mutual understanding" through the illumination of art a people at present divided) confused, and undetermined. Bred out of ourselves, sensitive to all we are, we should recognize his voice and follow his vision as other peoples have recognized and followed their artists. A school of Canadian dramatists just now, imaginatively alert to all we Canadians have been and may be, might be of the merely for the best play of a give~ year which might be a very poor one) but for the idea of play-making in Canada considered as a citizen's legitimate activity. The substantial prizes for drama would be the proclaimed symbols of the nation's belief in art as a form of national enrichment and a means to self-discovery and selfdevelop men t.
(3) A franker Canadianism might be encouraged until it is both the artist's opportunity and his impulse. Canaruanism has an ominous sound to some ears but if a dramatic artist could penetrate to the centre of our Canadian dilemma and know that he had an audience feeling its way after him we should so vitalize our theatre as an institution of national culture that we might indeed establish a national theatre almost overnight. Van Wyck Brooks, in a recent review, quotes Emerson's talk concerning «casting out the passion o(Europe by the passion for America." We cannot talk that way just now, perhaps we should never want to talk that way, but we will glimpse again the time when we can say with Emerson: "We have been East too long; now for the West!" After all it is our West. We are American, not European, by continental necessity. To realize this is to begin the unification of this country. A sense of the common ground of the continent of America must be fundamental in every Canadian's thinking whether his heart goes out to Italy, Germany, central Europe, or the British Isles. Our Canadian dilemma lies in this, that if the newcomer to our shores be of so-called non-Anglo-Saxon stock we offer him only the chance to change his allegiance from his own European birthland to an alien European country; if we offer him in reali ty a new coun try we have in effect broken our own European connection. Canada has yet to work this problem out and as the racial proportions change by immigration, emigration, and the operations of the birth-rate, it may seem more rather than less critical from the Anglo-Saxon standpoint. It is conceivable that the dramatic artist could so set the issues involved in terms of human thought and passion as to unify through sympathy and mutual understanding" through the illumination of art a people at present divided) confused, and undetermined. Bred out of ourselves, sensitive to all we are, we should recognize his voice and follow his vision as other peoples have recognized and followed their artists. A school of Canadian dramatists just now, imaginatively alert to all we Canadians have been and may be, might be of the utmost practical service as directors of the national destiny. The dispersion which is sometimes talked of as an explanation for our artistic sterility is not the mere matter of a thin population widely scattered. The disastrous dispersion is emotional and in tellectual. Only the artist with cleaving mind and schooled passion can help us with his symbols and his imagination. Such an artist, the poets and the novelists having thus far failed us, might well be the dramatist. Certainly the conditions are ripe. Let it be said again. ; This is no petty pleading for an adolescent and gauche nationalism.
I t is a simple statement of the peculiar need for self-discovery of a people within our geographic limits ory. a western continent, accompanied by a faith in the power of the artistic imagination. What the historians, the economists, the politicians, the schools, and the churches have worked at in one way and another awaits the creative vigour of the artists. Hitherto we have not bred artists in Canada. Our growing need may now create them. They might be dramatists.
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